2002 dodge caravan sport problems

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Dodge Grand Caravan owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball
joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power
steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic
or air suspension. I replaced all shocks and struts and had it aligned. Problem solved. The PS
fluid line was not put back properly and was hanging below the body frame and was damaged
by road debris causing PS pump and rack and pinon failure. I consider this normal wear and
tear". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Brake wear was found by repair shop when van went
in for problem with coil. Threw tons of brake dust. Also replaced rear drums, shoes and wheel
cylinders". This was first time replacement". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. You have to play with the hose, clicking it on
and off over and over to get the tank full up to the neck. It turned out the main cause was failure
of aftermarket motor mounts installed two years prior". Oil was leaking out of the engine fairly
badly. Once the gasket was replaced everything seem OK. I expect a few spots on the garage
floor. They were replaced". They both developed oil leaks after K miles". Burns oil too". Gear
selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Transmission would enter limp mode after a
minute or less of driving. Transmission required replacement of pack, full fluid flush, and a filter
change". Gaskets and seals replaced three times and still! The transmission works fine again
now. Had to replace solenoid assembly, filter, and flush transmission. Shifting was very rough
for the short time that it actually worked. Pieces of metal were all over the engine. The fan and
motor unit were replaced. Generall not a big problem in S. Will cool until Freon leaks out. About
1 - 2 weeks". It can be put back on but still falls off. If there is rain turning to ice then the door
seal will stick to the can and come off of the door. Too old to replace fixin to trade it in Motor
mounts were replaced". We have had pullies replaced and the belt replaced but it stil squeaks".
Very noisy". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. Hard to believe but true. The drivers side sliding door on the lower frame before
the tire had a piece of paint bubble up and then blow away while driving. Car was bought new
by family member and was well maintained and garaged". Power or manual windows, locks and
latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. Sometimes it locks I manually lock it when leaving the van. Alternator,
starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil,
ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure.
Usually within 15 minutes of parking and locking the vehicle, but also even if it had been sitting
for hours. Would sometimes go off in the middle of the night for no reason. Was an issue with
poor contact in the hood switch. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks.
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
Being an older vehicle which I use more or less like a pick up and could not find a radio from
local 'junk yard' to fit I simply decided to go with out. Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. My transmissions is computer controlled and adjustable.
Even car dealer mechanics do not know how to adjust the the computer controlled shifting. This
resulted in causing my factory rebuilt transmission to fail. Cruise control, clock, warning lights,
body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or
exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system.
Shuddered - felt like road was ridged. Returned home. Friend confirmed cylinder 2 was not
firing. Repaired next day at local garage. Car cuts out". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks,
water pump, thermostat, overheating. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Reactivate now to get the information
you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our
customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. Used Dodge Grand Caravan Change Vehicle. The Dodge Grand Caravan is easy to
drive. It also has a spacious and mostly well-designed cabin with lots of convenience features.
Even a powered liftgate option is available. There are 6 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More.
Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential

Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say.
Alignment "I had it realigned after replacing shocks and struts. I consider this normal wear and
tear" Michael U. Also replaced rear drums, shoes and wheel cylinders" Scott T. This was first
time replacement" Randy D. Difficult to fill up gas tank "It has always been a problem to top off
the tank in order to get an accurate MPG reading. It turned out the main cause was failure of
aftermarket motor mounts installed two years prior" Lori M. They were replaced" Atwell H. They
both developed oil leaks after K miles" Douglas G. Burns oil too" Cynthia R. Transmission
required replacement of pack, full fluid flush, and a filter change" Anonymous, MI Dodge Grand
Caravan Sport Transmission leaks "Fluid leaks around control module. Very noisy" Cynthia R.
Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling "Overall the paint still looks like showroom new. Car
was bought new by family member and was well maintained and garaged" Scott T. Alarm or
security system excluding aftermarket systems "Alarm on vehicle would go off at random
intervals. Radio "I'm not exactly sure what happened to the radio. Transmission rebuild or
replacement "Some mechanics do not understand the proper maintenance of a transmission.
Coil "Started suddenly as I turned onto a highway and accelerated. Electrical failure "PCM main
computer fails to read. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Chrysler Voyager.
Dodge Grand Caravan. Honda Odyssey. Toyota Sienna. This score shows whether the model
had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the
total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. Read Recall Details.
What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Show More.
Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Reliability indicates how
models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold
up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information
available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest
subscriber survey of Dodge Grand Caravan owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel
bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and
hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I
replaced all shocks and struts and had it aligned. Problem solved. The PS fluid line was not put
back properly and was hanging below the body frame and was damaged by road debris causing
PS pump and rack and pinon failure. I consider this normal wear and tear". Antilock system
ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake
failure or wear. Brake wear was found by repair shop when van went in for problem with coil.
Threw tons of brake dust. Also replaced rear drums, shoes and wheel cylinders". This was first
time replacement". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine
knock or ping, oil leaks. You have to play with the hose, clicking it on and off over and over to
get the tank full up to the neck. It turned out the main cause was failure of aftermarket motor
mounts installed two years prior". Oil was leaking out of the engine fairly badly. Once the
gasket was replaced everything seem OK. I expect a few spots on the garage floor. They were
replaced". They both developed oil leaks after K miles". Burns oil too". Gear selector or linkage,
leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough
shifting, slipping transmission. Transmission would enter limp mode after a minute or less of
driving. Transmission required replacement of pack, full fluid flush, and a filter change".
Gaskets and seals replaced three times and still! The transmission works fine again now. Had to
replace solenoid assembly, filter, and flush transmission. Shifting was very rough for the short
time that it actually worked. Pieces of metal were all over the engine. The fan and motor unit
were replaced. Generall not a big problem in S. Will cool until Freon leaks out. About 1 - 2
weeks". It can be put back on but still falls off. If there is rain turning to ice then the door seal
will stick to the can and come off of the door. Too old to replace fixin to trade it in Motor mounts

were replaced". We have had pullies replaced and the belt replaced but it stil squeaks". Very
noisy". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings,
rust. Hard to believe but true. The drivers side sliding door on the lower frame before the tire
had a piece of paint bubble up and then blow away while driving. Car was bought new by family
member and was well maintained and garaged". Power or manual windows, locks and latches,
tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof,
convertible top. Sometimes it locks I manually lock it when leaving the van. Alternator, starter,
hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Usually
within 15 minutes of parking and locking the vehicle, but also even if it had been sitting for
hours. Would sometimes go off in the middle of the night for no reason. Was an issue with poor
contact in the hood switch. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks.
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
Being an older vehicle which I use more or less like a pick up and could not find a radio from
local 'junk yard' to fit I simply decided to go with out. Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. My transmissions is computer controlled and adjustable.
Even car dealer mechanics do not know how to adjust the the computer controlled shifting. This
resulted in causing my factory rebuilt transmission to fail. Cruise control, clock, warning lights,
body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or
exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system.
Shuddered - felt like road was ridged. Returned home. Friend confirmed cylinder 2 was not
firing. Repaired next day at local garage. Car cuts out". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks,
water pump, thermostat, overheating. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Reactivate now to get the information
you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our
customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. Used Dodge Grand Caravan Change Vehicle. The Dodge Grand Caravan is easy to
drive. It also has a spacious and mostly well-designed cabin with lots of convenience features.
Even a powered liftgate option is available. There are 6 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More.
Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential
Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say.
Alignment "I had it realigned after replacing shocks and struts. I consider this normal wear and
tear" Michael U. Also replaced rear drums, shoes and wheel cylinders" Scott T. This was first
time replacement" Randy D. Difficult to fill up gas tank "It has always been a problem to top off
the tank in order to get an accurate MPG reading. It turned out the main cause was failure of
aftermarket motor mounts installed two years prior" Lori M. They were replaced" Atwell H. They
both developed oil leaks after K miles" Douglas G. Burns oil too" Cynthia R. Transmission
required replacement of pack, full fluid flush, and a filter change" Anonymous, MI Dodge Grand
Caravan Sport Transmission leaks "Fluid leaks around control module. Very noisy" Cynthia R.
Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling "Overall the paint still looks like showroom new. Car
was bought new by family member and was well maintained and garaged" Scott T. Alarm or
security system excluding aftermarket systems "Alarm on vehicle would go off at random
intervals. Radio "I'm not exactly sure what happened to the radio. Transmission rebuild or
replacement "Some mechanics do not understand the proper maintenance of a transmission.
Coil "Started suddenly as I turned onto a highway and accelerated. Electrical failure "PCM main
computer fails to read. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Chrysler Voyager.
Dodge Grand Caravan. Honda Odyssey. Toyota Sienna. This score shows whether the model
had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the
total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. Read Recall Details.
What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Show More.
Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Eight problems related to

automatic transmission have been reported for the Dodge Caravan. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Dodge
Caravan based on all problems reported for the Caravan. The vehicle was towed to the
dealership on a flatbed truck because the tires were locked up. The dealerships diagnostic test
determined the transmission went out and needs to be replaced. Also, the brakes will not
release while the brake pedal is depressed, this occurs every time, and causes the rims to get
hot, causing three blowouts on the front end. The dealership is unable to determine a problem,
but the shoes have been replaced 6 times and the rotors were replaced twice. Per mfg spec.
Went to I went to mech pep boys because thougth when I had transmission flush per Dodge
spec that someting wasnt right. Mech said that it wasn't anything thay had done and that thay
coundnt fix it I had to go to Dodge it was a spec. Valve that was leaking and thay need tools that
thay didn't have. I told them that it was just 9 days out of warranty. I have had four recalls on
this van and thay have fix all problems. I just think Dodge should pay for the repair. It going to
cost me I would understand if the van had more miles on it but it only has miles in three years.
When I bought it had 17, mile I work 7 miles from work. I cant see why this should have his
problem. My son work for atc bus company any thay have had the same problem with these
vans and have to be change out at less then 35, mles. If you could help me out with
investagating this matter thanks vyonnee szalai ebitt serenity court lancaster CA When driving
the vehicle through varying speeds the vehicle shifts improperly. Sometimes it is an extremely
hard shift between second and third gear at speeds of mph where the vehicle will pull back and
then lurch forward and a loud thud occurs. It shifts improperly with the same actions when it
shifts down into first gear when attempting to stop. It also shifts erratically between 3rd and 4th
gear on the expressway at speeds of mph. However these issues are not consistent and the
problem doesn't occur every time the vehicle shifts in to these gears. The first time the vehicle
was taken into service they identified the problem as a bad transmission program. However,
after they claimed to have "fixed" the issues, my vehicle' s transmission problems worsened
instead of improving. Since then the vehicle has been in for service two more times where the
Dodge mechanic said they cannot duplicate the problem I am having, and refused to fix my
vehicle. They will only drive it around the block and if it doesn't act up they send it home and
say there is no problem. Vehicle was parked in a parking lot with the engine running, consumer
stepped out of the vehicle to move an object out of the parking lot, and vehicle popped out of
park into reverse. This caused the vehicle to roll backwards and hit another vehicle before
stopping. When shifting gears at low speeds transmission would locked up. Dealership was
notified, but did not resolve the problem. The vehicle will not go higher than 30 mph, anything
over may destroy the engine. Tvehicle is sticking in second gear. Consumer states while
traveling at 55 mph heard a grinding noise in front of vehicle. Consumer pulled over, checked
the vehicle. Consumer restarted vehicle, and it would not go forward, only backwards. None of
the air bags deployed and the steering wheel never locked. Car Problems. Automatic
Transmission problem 1. Automatic Transmission problem 2. Automatic Transmission problem
3. Automatic Transmission problem 4. Automatic Transmission problem 5. Automatic
Transmission problem 6. Automatic Transmission problem 7. Automatic Transmission problem
8. Other Power Train related problems of the Dodge Caravan. Automatic Transmission problems
8. Transmission Failure problems. Transmission Noise problems. Power Train problems.
Transmission Pump problems. Automatic Transmission Gear Indicator problems. Noises During
Shifting problems. Axle Assembly problems. Bought used with 50k miles. I have owned two
minivans. The first a 96 and now this one. Both vehicles I owned from them have required repair
for items that are clearly a result of poor design. The 96 had the well known transmission
problems that so many experienced and now my 02 is having front end problems sway bar, pwr
steering. I can understand that vehicles will have problems. However, why they will never see
my money again is that they do not admit to an obvious problem and then stand behind it in
terms of repair. It is actually insulting to be treated by a company as if mine is the only one
showing these issues yet others share similar stories. I had a few Dodge cars, all had head
gasket problems that I had to pay to fix. For awhile I avoided Dodge. I liked the sport caravan so
after talking to a dealer they assured me engine problems were solved. I leased for 3 years to be
sure problems were really gone. After lease I purchased. During the lease time the air bag light
kept coming on. I took it to the dealer at least 7 or more times for repair. Whatever they did kept
the light off for a few days or up to a month. After warranty was over the light came on again.
Then I took it to a non dealer repair center. They showed me the problem was the passenger
airbag needed replacement They said no way would dealer not know about this. I bought this
minivan because it fit into my budget. The Toyota and Honda were rated higher but I didn't like
the way the Toyota felt and the Honda was too pricey. About 2 months past the 3 year warranty
on my Caravan I started having to dole out for repairs. The rear seat bench cup holder has

broken off twice I don't have young children who abuse it. In fact, it rarely gets used. The
bearing on the sliding door has also broken 2x and I refuse to fix it again! Also had sway bar
issues, power steering issues, defective spark plugs, oil leaks, I will never buy a Dodge again.
My family has had the dodge caravan since and its been the best car we've had. It is so safe and
thats what Ive loved!! I have over , miles on it and it still runs and drives great Too!! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Caravan. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Pros value spaciousness comfort appearance engine fuel efficiency ride quality driving
experience safety road noise. Driving Customers Away! Blair L. Buyer Beware! Best car I've
ever had!! Items per page:. Write a review See all Caravans for sale. Sponsored cars related to
the Caravan. Sign Up. Enjoyable to drive and ride in, the Caravan offers no-frills minivan
transport for the family on a tight budget. Not as long as the Grand Caravan, the
shorter-wheelbase A horsepower 2. Optional is a 3. Making the SE a foolish choice and causing
us to question Dodge's logic is the new and cheaper eC model that comes only in Bright Silver
paint with a taupe interior. Equipped with the 2. The downside of the eC is that you can't get a
V6 engine or different colors, and the options list is very short. The Sport is fitted with a
horsepower 3. Air conditioning and a stereo with cassette player are standard on the eC and SE
versions, and Sport models add antilock brakes; power windows, locks and mirrors; and cruise
control. Optional on all Caravans are power adjustable pedals, a feature that allows shorter
folks to get comfortable behind the wheel without having the airbag-equipped steering wheel
too close to their bodies. Certain features such as leather seating, DVD player and traction
control are not available on the Caravan. If you're looking for a mega-loaded minivan, Dodge
has a Grand Caravan with your name on it. In addition to more muscle, another benefit of the V6
is its quiet performance in contrast to the four, which can get buzzy when pushed. One of the
things we've raved about while piloting any of the new Chrysler or Dodge minivans is their agile
handling and supple ride characteristics. We suspect that these vans will surprise a lot of folks
who expect the driving experience to be an exercise in lethargic vehicle dynamics. Crash-test
scores are mostly good, but not outstanding as on class leaders, such as the Honda Odyssey
and Ford Windstar. Another area where the Dodge falls a bit short is in reliability history, though
it has improved in this respect in recent years. For the money, these are sweet-driving and
comfortable shuttles that deserve a look if a short-money purchase is the main objective.
Available styles include SE Fwd 4dr Minivan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands
of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to
help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply
research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Dodge Caravan. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Caravan
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Some cheap interior bits, limited features and options, questionable
reliability. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. Power adjustable pedals debut as well. Read more. Write a review See all 53
reviews. Bought used with 50k miles. Read less. Driving Customers Away! Blair L. I have owned
two minivans. The first a 96 and now this one. Both vehicles I owned from them have required
repair for items that are clearly a result of poor design. The 96 had the well known transmission
problems that so many experienced and now my 02 is having front end problems sway bar, pwr
steering. I can understand that vehicles will have problems. However, why they will never see
my money again is that they do not admit to an obvious problem and then stand behind it in
terms of repair. It is actually insulting to be treated by a company as if mine is the only one
showing these issues yet others share similar stories. I had a few Dodge cars, all had head
gasket problems that I had to pay to fix. For awhile I avoided Dodge. I liked the sport caravan so
after talking to a dealer they assured me engine problems were solved. I leased for 3 years to be
sure problems were really gone. After lease I purchased. During the lease time the air bag light
kept coming on. I took it to the dealer at least 7 or more times for repair. Whatever they did kept
the light off for a few days or up to a month. After warranty was over the light came on again.
Then I took it to a non dealer repair center. They showed me the problem was the passenger
airbag needed replacement They said no way would dealer not know about this. I bought this

minivan because it fit into my budget. The Toyota and Honda were rated higher but I didn't like
the way the Toyota felt and the Honda was too pricey. About 2 months past the 3 year warranty
on my Caravan I started having to dole out for repairs. The rear seat bench cup holder has
broken off twice I don't have young children who abuse it. In fact, it rarely gets used. The
bearing on the sliding door has also broken 2x and I refuse to fix it again! Also had sway bar
issues, power steering issues, defective spark plugs, oil leaks, I will never buy a Dodge again.
See all 53 reviews of the Used Dodge Caravan. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Caravan. Sign Up. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. The Dodge Grand Caravan is easy to drive. It also has a spacious and
mostly well-designed cabin with lots of convenience features. Even a powered liftgate option is
available. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number
VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly
how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of
Dodge Grand Caravan owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents
experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment,
steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel
balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I replaced all shocks
and struts and had it aligned. Problem solved. The PS fluid line was not put back properly and
was hanging below the body frame and was damaged by road debris causing PS pump and rack
and pinon failure. I consider this normal wear and tear". Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Brake
wear was found by repair shop when van went in for problem with coil. Threw tons of brake
dust. Also replaced rear drums, shoes and wheel cylinders". This was first time replacement".
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
You have to play with the hose, clicking it on and off over and over to get the tank full up to the
neck. It turned out the main cause was failure of aftermarket motor mounts installed two years
prior". Oil was leaking out of the engine fairly badly. Once the gasket was replaced everything
seem OK. I expect a few spots on the garage floor. They were replaced". They both developed
oil leaks after K miles". Burns oil too". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission.
Transmission would enter limp mode after a minute or less of driving. Transmission required
replacement of pack, full fluid flush, and a filter change". Gaskets and seals replaced three
times and still! The transmission works fine again now. Had to replace solenoid assembly, filter,
and flush transmission. Shifting was very rough for the short time that it actually worked.
Pieces of metal were all over the engine. The fan and motor unit were replaced. Generall not a
big problem in S. Will cool until Freon leaks out. About 1 - 2 weeks". It can be put back on but
still falls off. If there is rain turning to ice then the door seal will stick to the can and come off of
the door. Too old to replace fixin to trade it in Motor mounts were replaced". We have had

pullies replaced and the belt replaced but it stil squeaks". Very noisy". Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Hard to believe but true.
The drivers side sliding door on the lower frame before the tire had a piece of paint bubble up
and then blow away while driving. Car was bought new by family member and was well
maintained and garaged". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk,
doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Sometimes
it locks I manually lock it when leaving the van. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related
systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Usually within 15 minutes of
parking and locking the vehicle, but also even if it had been sitting for hours. Would sometimes
go off in the middle of the night for no reason. Was an issue with poor contact in the hood
switch. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Being an older vehicle
which I use more or less like a pick up and could not find a radio from local 'junk yard' to fit I
simply decided to go with out. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. My transmissions is computer controlled and adjustable. Even car dealer
mechanics do not know how to adjust the the computer controlled shifting. This resulted in
causing my factory rebuilt transmission to fail. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body
control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior
lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Shuddered
- felt like road was ridged. Returned home. Friend confirmed cylinder 2 was not firing. Repaired
next day at local garage. Car cuts out". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used
Dodge Grand Caravan Change Vehicle. There are 6 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All.
Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a
standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head

gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
available, standard from Side air bags available from Head protection air bags available from ,
standard from ESC standard from Drive Wheels. AWD , Front. Read more about extended
warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say.
Alignment "I had it realigned after replacing shocks and struts. I consider this normal wear and
tear" Michael U. Also replaced rear drums, shoes and wheel cylinders" Scott T. This was first
time replacement" Randy D. Difficult to fill up gas tank "It has always been a problem to top off
the tank in order to get an accurate MPG reading. It turned out the main cause was failure of
aftermarket motor mounts installed two years prior" Lori M. They were replaced" Atwell H. They
both developed oil leaks after K miles" Douglas G. Burns oil too" Cyn
ptcenter
no low beam headlights trailblazer
2003 ford ranger edge owners manual
thia R. Transmission required replacement of pack, full fluid flush, and a filter change"
Anonymous, MI Dodge Grand Caravan Sport Transmission leaks "Fluid leaks around control
module. Very noisy" Cynthia R. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling "Overall the paint
still looks like showroom new. Car was bought new by family member and was well maintained
and garaged" Scott T. Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "Alarm on
vehicle would go off at random intervals. Radio "I'm not exactly sure what happened to the
radio. Transmission rebuild or replacement "Some mechanics do not understand the proper
maintenance of a transmission. Coil "Started suddenly as I turned onto a highway and
accelerated. Electrical failure "PCM main computer fails to read. See All Trouble Spots. Change
Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews.

